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it is recognised as a regional pilot structure* and therefore, 
as a player in national and international research in the 
field of sustainable transport and mobility in relation to 
three major social issues: 

• energy and the environment
• mobility and logistics
• safety, security and reliability

it also encourages the emergence of multi-laboratory pro-
jects, on a smaller scale but for which its knowledge is reco-
gnised and which represent many ‘original niches’: 

• digital vision 
•  chemistry and materials for sustainable 

development 
• urban and hospital engineering 
•  electronic systems for acoustics and 

telecommunications
•  legal, including history of law and political science, 

economics, management science and sociology

Our  
research  
potential  
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Eight laboratories, including two UMR (mixed research 
units) of the CNRS (National Centre for Scientific Research), 
work towards multidisciplinarity and complementarity:

•  automatic, mechanic and human it (lamih umr 
cnrs)**

•  thermic, flow, mechanics and production runs 
(tempO)**

•  ceramic materials and associated procedures (lmcpa)
•  ultrasound, telecommunication, acoustic 

microsystems and electronics (iemn dOae umr 
cnrs)

•  mathematics and related applications (lamav)
•  information - communication/design, visual and 

urban (lsc/devisu)
•  cultures, arts, history, literature, linguistics and 

environment (calhiste)
•  law, economics and management (idp)

The research teams in 
the Valenciennes area are 
studying transport systems 
for the future that are safer, 
more eco-friendly and more 
accessible.

The University training 
programmes are carried 
out in collaboration with its 
research laboratories.

Disability and mobility are 
the priority focus areas for 
research in Valenciennes. 

High-tech teams and facilities 
centred around innovative 
audiovisual techniques in 
Arenberg, a remembrance 
site in the coal mining area 
that is on the list of Unesco 
world heritage sites.

 *   CISIT flagship project at CPER-PO (www.cisit.org) and the main site of IRT Railenium (www.railenium.eu)
 **   The LAMIH and TEMPO laboratories are federated within the University’s ‘Sustainable Transport and Mobility’ research centre

Our University’s research policy strengthens the link between training programmes in the first instance 
and commercialisation activities with its industrial partners further down the line.
It capitalises on its small structure and multidisciplinary nature to develop various major cross-cutting 
projects organised in close collaboration with socio-economic groups:

> >
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Our 
laboratory skills 
automatic, mechanic and human it (lamih)
75 teacher researchers
Skills:
•  modelling, command and supervision of industrial and 

human-centred systems with an automated approach
•  modelling of procedures, structures and the behaviour of 

materials with a mechanical and impact biomechanics 
approach

•  cognitive psychology and ergonomy 
•  design and simulation of distributed information 

systems, interactive decision-support systems and 
embedded systems with an it approach

thermic, Flow, mechanics  
and production runs (tempo)
32 teacher researchers
Skills:
• fluid dynamics and heat transfers 
• materials, surfaces and forming
• production, services, information

ultrasound, telecommunication, acoustic 
microsystems and electronics (iemn doae)
41 teacher researchers
Skills:
• non destructive testing  
• structural health monitoring 
• materials and nanostructures
• micro technology and microsystems
• micro and optoelectronics
• telecommunications circuits and systems

design, Visual and urban (deVisu)
20 teacher researchers
Skills:
•  audiovisual presentation and digital media engineering
•  communication applied to architecture and urban 

planning
•  quality of information and communication to encourage 

creativity and innovation in organisations and companies

ceramic materials and associated 
procedures (lmcpa)
16 teacher researchers
Skills:
•  biomaterials: bioceramics and bioglass, developed 

for widely varied clinical applications, such as bone 
replacement

•  thermomechanical and piezoelectric ceramics, used as a 
base or as plating to improve material properties

cultures, arts, history, literature, linguistics 
and enVironment (calhiste)
51 teacher researchers
Skills:
• technical arts and sciences with a digital approach
• cross-referenced study of texts, archives and images 
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mathematics and related 
applications (lamaV)
39 teacher researchers
Skills:
•  algebra and the theory of numbers
•  partial differential equations 
•  computer-assisted geometric design 
•  geometry and global analysis 
•  probability and statistics 
•  algebraic topology 
 

deVelopment and prospectiVe 
institute (idp)
54 teacher researchers
Skills:
•  innovation, territories and social inclusion
•  mobility and sustainable development
•  risk, information, organisation
•  contract law, banking and real estate
•  theory, models, systems
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Our  
partnership  
research 

research

with industrialists: 
eurocopter, alstom, dassault, bombardier, valeo, toyota, areva, 
eads, sncf, ratp, siemens, psa, renault, audi, volswagen, fiat, 
france télévision, m6 ,decathlOn, eurasanté, santexcel, public 
hospitals, etc. 

with competitiVeness clusters: 
i-trans, mOveO, picOm, etc.

with uniVersities abroad  
•  within europe (germany, belgium, the netherlands, denmark, 

romania, bulgaria, etc.),  
• in america (canada, usa, ecuador, etc.),  
• north africa (maghreb, lebanon, etc.),   
• australia and asia (china, etc.)

with research bodies:  
cnrs, ifsttar, Onera, inria, inra, inserm, etc.

with institut carnot arts  
that sanctions partnership research with the tempO 
laboratory

with irt railenium technical research institute

6

Numerous partnerships create links between our 
researchers and companies in France and abroad 
within the transport sector. Here are some examples:  

•  toyota is partnering studies on polymers relating 
to pedestrian impact;

•  alstom and the i-trans competitiveness cluster 
is contributing to the work taking place on the 
transformation of heat energy produced during 
high-speed braking by tgv trains;

•  valéo is participating in work on a hybrid vehicle 
that generates less pollution.
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Real-time optimisation and 
simulation of helicopter 
trajectories on embedded 
architectures.

Analysis of the vibrations 
transmitted to cyclists from 
different road surfaces.

Optimisation of the quality of 
digital video transmission. 

Bioceramic orbital implants, 
a great example of our 
researchers’ know-how in 
biomaterials.

A research team is 
developing a new generation 
of electric power steering 
that takes account of the 
abilities of drivers with 
reduced mobility.
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a few Of Our 
laboratory projects 
researchers improVe our 
communication signals
a group of researchers in the opto-acousto-electro-
nics department of the institute iemn is providing 
original solutions to optimise the performances of 
telecommunications systems. it’s not a good idea 
to be too far from the telephone exchange if you 
want to receive high-definition television via adsl 
broadband. the further away the customer is from 
the telecommunications centre, the poorer is the 
quality of reception. the researchers are develo-
ping a system that adapts the signal output to the 
features of the telephone line and so optimise the 
transmission parameters.

interconnected transport
a research team is working on intelligent transport 
systems. for example, it is perfecting an anti-col-
lision radar for road vehicles that can detect the 
nature of the obstacle (motorbike, pedestrian, mo-
torway barrier, etc.). the designed radar system si-
gnals to the driver any obstacle it picks up around 
360°, by means of spatialised warning alarms (3d 
sound).

biomechanics attacks the subject  
oF backache
a research team at lamih is working on the 
biomechanical analysis of the movements of pa-
tients with chronic lumbago, in other words, people 
who suffer from great pain in the lower back. 
the laboratory is aiming to complement doctors’  

diagnoses and help them adapt their treatment to 
the life of the patient and the evolution of their 
condition. their system of analysing movement of-
fers information that cannot be observed and tar-
geted by any other tool, such as the speed and rate 
of the movement.

ceramic comes to help our old bones  
the lmcpa laboratory is working on bioceramics 
capable of reconstructing human bone. more than 
a million bone transplants are carried out each year 
in europe, to repair complex fractures or replace a 
bone eaten away by cancer or bacteria. Over the 
last 15 years or so, surgeons have preferred a man-
made material, bioceramic, to autologous human 
bone or animal bone transplants.

more intelligent helicopters 
a team of computer researchers are working in 
partnership with eurocopter, a subsidiary of eads 
and the largest helicopter manufacturer in the 
world, to set up intelligent units to test the avionics 
of its new helicopter ranges. Our researchers have 
designed the embedded electronics system, stee-
red by software that is fully built into the system 
it commands and controls: the computer decisions 
enable the automatic pilot, flight mechanics and 
navigation systems to be tested.  
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• rail driving and traffic management
• railway driving simulator
• driving simulator
• street simulator for pedestrians
• air traffic simulator
• flotilla of rovers
• fast-motion videos
• aeraulic test unit
• sound interference test unit
• braking test unit
• Operating test unit
• environmental chamber
• drop shaft
• electrodynamic exciter
• acoustic chamber
• hopkinson bars
•  cylinder with fast ram movement,  

high-speed braking
• glass-tool interface
• interactive rf-id table
• crash materials and structures
• shock biomechanics

• 3d gestural analysis
• acoustic technologies workshop
• scientific calculator
• hybrid vehicle
• heat engine test unit
• large semi-industrial wind tunnel
• catapult
• pedestrian impact unit
• heat measurement platform 
• crash materials and structures
• intelligent product
• tribology under heat
•  clean room for the design, realization and 

characterization of ultrasonic sensors.
• scanning acoustic microscope
•  platform for non destructive testing and acoustic 

imaging
•  system for acoustic radiation transducers 

measurement
• measurement system for 3d and 2d localization
• …

Our  
science  
equipment   

research
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Micro-CT scanners are able 
to reconstruct a 3D image 
of a sample with a finer 
resolution than ordinary 
scanners, where the time 
taken for the capture and 
reconstruction of the image 
is longer.

The wind tunnel is used to 
develop basic experimental 
research and for aerodynamic 
testing; it is labelled ‘CREST’ 
(Centre of Resource and 
Expertise in Science and 
Technology).

An interactive table that 
enables intervention to 
regulate road traffic for 
example. 

The ‘Gleeble 3500’ platform is 
able to test the tension and 
compression of metal alloys, 
from ambient temperature 
up to temperatures close to 
melting point. 

This driving simulator is used 
for research projects and the 
industrial testing of driving 
behaviour and its impact on 
road safety. 

Hopkinson bars used within 
the context of behavioural 
characteristics of very high 
rates of deformation.

The heat engine test unit 
enables the behaviour of car 
engines to be studied.

Our University has invested in full-scale equipment in the field of transport, notably at 
the Technology Centre (C3T) dedicated to serve companies and managed by Valutec, 
a University subsidiary that promotes innovation, meets industrial requirements and 
assists in the creation of companies.



Our aim:   
inVenting transport  
For the Future that is more 
ecological, saFer, more 
reliable and more accessible 
working with:  

a ‘sustainable transport and mobility’ research 
centre that develops driving, protection and energy 
saving systems suited to human behaviour.  

an international campus For transport saFety 
and intermodality (cisit) with the aim of developing 
sustainable mobility for persons and goods by making 
transport and its infrastructures more reliable, more 
intelligent and especially more eco-friendly, by federating 
the best research units in the nord-pas de calais region.  
More information: www.cisit.org

an ‘innoVatiVe campus’ label in the Field oF 
sustainable transport             
in 2008, the ministry for higher education and research 
handed out four ‘innovative campus’ awards; among those 
honoured was the university of valenciennes for its project 
on sustainable transport.  

an irt railenium technical research institute 
Our university is investing its research skills in irt raile-
nium, a driving force for company innovation, as it brings 
together the best researchers from the public and industrial 
sectors in france and europe to improve rail transport and 
optimise infrastructures, as well as their maintenance and 
management. 

also at stake is the safety and reliability of rail and urban 
transport to:

•  create intelligent rails that can detect their own weak 
spots 

•  identify the defects of a goods train before it damages 
the rail

•  identify trains that make too much noise… 
 

railenium disposes of a budget of more than 500 million 
euros, as well as facilities and research platforms that are 
unique in europe: a 5km track for railway testing, a tramway 
testing track, fatigue test circuits, dynamic test benches, a 
tertiary hub, as well as a campus of excellence. the principal 
site will be set up in valenciennes and aulnoye-bachant.  

Railenium is one of eight projects selected by the French 
state within the framework of the IRT (Technical Research 
Institutes) for the Investments for the Future Programme 
(Big Loan). The aim of these projects is to endow France 
with a level of excellence and competitive economic indus-
tries in upcoming sectors. 
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The CISIT distinguishes 
itself as the showcase for 
technological advances in 
transport and sustainable 
mobility.  

The Transalley technology 
park will be present on the 
campus and collaborate 
with the University and its 
research laboratories.  

Researchers in the 
Valenciennes area benefit 
from large-scale and original 
testing means, notably with 
C3T -Valutec, a subsidiary of 
the University. 
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a sustainable transport and mobility technology park on the Valenciennes campus 
ideally located opposite the university campus, transalley technology park aims to bring together research and 
training centres, innovative young companies, experienced companies and institutions in the transport sector:

•  a cluster area bringing together professional hubs and operators in innovation (i-trans, automotive hub, aif, etc.)
•  business centres
•  an incubator and development hub grouping young and innovative companies
•  mutualised facilities and sites: an amphitheatre, meeting rooms, a showroom, a resource centre, etc.
•  extensive land available to develop large-capacity buildings
•  a wide choice of real-estate from 15 to 10,000m²

www.transalley.com

Facilities oF excellence with c3t

a subsidiary dedicated to the ‘Valutec’ technology transFer

>

>
>

a region, world leader in the railway 
and automotiVe sectors

with 300 companies and 60,000 professionals, the 
region welcomes large international groups as well 
as a dense and structured network of smes, sub-
contractors and companies providing specialised 
services. 
On the research front, its ambition is to provide a 
very clear and effective package, in synergy with 
industrialists, transport operators, competitiveness 
clusters, centres of excellence, cisit and irt railenium, 
and in line with the future innovation needs of 
subsidiaries.

a new ‘transport and mobility’ training 
programme For our uniVersity’

the transport sector is experiencing a revolution on a global 
scale; it is entering the era of multimodality, economical 
and eco-friendly vehicles, innovative mobility services… 
Our university has constructed a range of training 
programmes entirely dedicated to the automotive, railway 
and mobility sectors for the start of the 2015 school year, 
to prepare and train specialists in future professions. the 
programme will involve all the courses and training levels 
at the university: dut technology diploma, professional 
certificate (1-year diploma), degree, engineering diploma, 
graduate degree and master’s programme. 



structures that are able to absorb 
shock more eFFectiVely

Our research teams are working on vehicle structure 
to make it as shock absorbent as possible while 
remaining lightweight to reduce fuel consumption. 
looking for materials to make vehicles lighter without 
reducing the level of safety attained over the last few 
years is a new challenge. 
the research teams have large-scale and original 
testing means at their disposal on site, to identify 
material properties and test the structures. 
they work particularly closely with c3t-valutec, a 
subsidiary of the university.

predicting the risk oF injury  
in the eVent oF a crash

researchers are also interested in risk prediction 
concerning injury to vehicle occupants and vulnerable 
road users, pedestrians and drivers of two-wheel 
vehicles. they are looking to create a virtual model 
of a human being. many countries are collaborating, 
with each country concentrating on a part of the body. 
valenciennes is looking into the bone structures of the 
head, thorax and upper limbs. 

accessible transport For people with 
reduced mobility and the disabled

how to turn a steering wheel when we have some 
problems of shoulder or elbow? how to stand up and 
to move with safety when we are hemiplegic? the re-
searchers work with jtekt, japanese world leader, on 
the development of a new generation of power stee-
ring adapted to the capacities of the driver, and with 
adm concept and ba systems to develop a new device 
of verticalization and movement.

transport means that pollute less

preserving the environment is another main line 
of research in the transport sector. as part of an 
industrial partnership, a research team is working on 
lubricants that cause less pollution during the sheet 
metal forming of vehicle bodies. this product could be 
in use by car manufacturers within the next few years.
the researchers are also optimising the principles to 
control fuel injection for a hybrid heat engine that 
consumes less fuel and gives off fewer pollutants. 

a few examples    
oF our research projects  
in the transport sector   



cutting-edge skills     
in image  
and digital creation  
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On the location of the former arenberg mine, the university and porte du hainaut agglomeration community have 
created a site dedicated to research and innovation for the cinema, audiovisual and digital medias, with:

• a research centre (devisu laboratory)
• an incubator for innovative companies 
• film sets 
• a cultural centre for science, technology and industry aimed at the general public 

1 2
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From 2015, the research centre will operate on an exceptional site:  
the former Arenberg coal pit.

A concentration of ‘grey matter’:  
researchers, technological platforms and talented young entrepreneurs. 

The site will also include an incubator for innovative start-ups, film sets and a cultural centre 
for science, technology and industry open to the general public. 



Publications are not the only way the University 
proclaims the results of its research. The 
laboratories also develop partnership research 
in the form of project bids and public/private 
sector bilateral contracts.  

research makes its    
innoVations aVailable  
to industrialists 

two examples oF innoVations made 
aVailable to industrialists 

ultrasonic waVes to control the quality 
oF plating  

finding out how the plating on a plane is ageing, or 
the thickness of the paint on a car is possible. a team 
of researchers at the iemn laboratory has developed an 
ultrasonic sensor that sends out waves at the surface of 
materials. it enables faults in the plating to be detected, 
to find out its resistance to distortion or its adherence 
capacity without being damaged. Other than its ability to 
adapt to new materials, this technology is low cost and 
enables wave frequency to be harmonised so that the 
same sensor can answer to several uses.  

recoVering energy From Vibrations 

we hear a lot about wind or solar energy. another 
source of free and renewable energy is being explored 
by researchers at the university: vibratory energy. a 
team at the lmcpa laboratory has invented a new 
form of piezoelectric ceramic material in the shape of 
a spiral that recovers the electrical energy in vibrating 
structures such as machinery, vehicles, human 
movement and draughts. 

1

2
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apprentice-researchers     
For innoVation  
in smes 

the tempO and lamih research laboratories are taking on apprentice, via valutec, to accompany innovation projects 
in smes. 
this is a unique and pioneering action that the university has set up with support from the union of metal 
manufacturing, mining, engineering, electrical and metal equipment and allied industries (uimm). the idea is 
simple, though it has never been implemented: to facilitate the access of smes to research, the uvhc university 
makes research apprentices available to company directors whose interests are in relation with the subjects of 
research carried out in its laboratories. 

• The apprentice, a young ‘affordable’ researcher for SMEs
• The University is a training instructor just like any other
• The laboratory becomes the centre of R&D for the company 
 

contact: xavier.delcorte@univ-valenciennes.fr
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The sensor is made using technology originating from micro-electronics.

These new sensors are less likely to break, as well as being more compact and lightweight.

An apprentice trained through research is a real vector for the transfer of technology in an SME.

This scheme will include up to 12 apprentices in training for an engineering diploma or 
graduate degree, present within the University’s LAMIH and TEMPO laboratories.



Our research  
training programmes 
• arts: aesthetics, practice and theory
•  history, civilisation, archaeology and history of art in 

ancient and medieval cultures
•  history, civilisation and history of art in modern and 

contemporary cultures
•  english and anglo-saxon languages and literature
•  french languages and literature
•  germanic and scandinavian languages and literature
•  ancient languages and literature
•  comparative literature
•  clinical, social and cognitive psychology 
•  information and communication sciences
•  private law and criminal science
•  public law

•  management sciences
•  economic sciences
•  acoustics and telecommunications 
•  automation control and computer engineering
•  biomechanics
•  energy and materials
•  civil engineering
•  electrical engineering
•  computing
•  applied mathematics
•  pure mathematics
•  mechanics
•  micro and nanotechnology 
•  signal and image processing

being a phd student in Valenciennes 
means guaranteed:

•  scientific guidance and support from recognised 
research units and teams

•  useful training in conducting the research project 
and development of the professional project

•  access to international perspectives
•  the opportunity to train in a professional environment
•  ongoing support during integration into the workplace 

doctoral studies oFFice  
in Valenciennes

Student services - campus Mont Houy

•  Coordinator:  
marc.gazalet@univ-valenciennes.fr

•  Administrative manager:   
marie-helene.frappart@univ-valenciennes.fr

tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 14 01

undertaking your thesis in a company  
is possible! with the industrial 
agreements For training through 
research (ciFre)

this scheme financially backs any company governed 
by french law that employs a phd student to work on a 
research partnership with a public laboratory. the work 
leads to the presentation of a thesis after three years. 
the scheme, financed entirely by the research 
ministry, has become increasingly popular and aims to 
contribute to the process of company innovation and 
competitiveness.
it promotes exchange between public research labora-
tories and private companies, whether large or small. 



Our research  
training programmes 
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assistance in organising research partnership projects (confidentiality agreement, research 
contract, service contract, framework agreement, license, register and assignment of patents, etc.)

support For companies, notably with the transalley cluster to develop technological skills: structuring 
research projects, identifying scientific know-how, accessing technology platforms, etc.

incubation For innoVatiVe projects leading to the creation of companies, the university and transalley 
provide initial support during the project organisation and pre-creation promotion in the incubator, and for 
young companies, there is the development hub.

inForming and making researchers and phd students aware of the need to protect their 
inventions and the commercialisation of their research with regard to industrialists.

a service package   
dedicated to companies 
and researchers 

>
>
>

>
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research administration
•  Vice-president for research and doctoral studies:  

abdelhakim artiba 

•  Office:  
sophie ballet - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 16 91   

research and commercialisation 
department
•  Director:   

laurence cOurnOt - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 13 93

•  Project organisation:  
caroline simOn - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 13 92

•  Legal/IP support:  
vesna dragicevic - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 16 81  
et perrine crapet - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 11 08

•  Project management:  
nicole denis - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 16 83

•  Partnership research:  
karine cOusin - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 17 33

•  Human Resources:  
maureen cOurbeZ: tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 11 48

•  Technology Transfert:   
bénédicte fOucrier

•  Finance:  
karine cOusin - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 17 33

•  Quality:  
laurence cOurnOt - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 13 93

laboratories

lamih - Automatic, Mechanic and Human IT

• Director: thierry-marie guerra 

•  Finance Manager: 
véronique landrain - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 13 93

•  Contact CNRS:  
marie-claude rOssilOl - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 14 70

•  Office: isabelle Oliveira - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 13 50

• Under the supervision of: umr/cnrs uvhc 

•  Status: 8201 department cnrs st2i

tempo - Thermic, Flow, Mechanics and Production Runs

•   Director: laurent dubar 

•  Office: sabine guilain 
tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 19 60 - fax: +33 (0)3 27 51 19 61

•  Status: ea 4542

iemn/doae - Ultrasound, Telecommunication, Acoustic 
Microsystems and Electronics 

•   Director: jamal assaad 

• Office: françoise desruelles - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 12 39

• Under the supervision of: umr/cnrs uvhc 

•  Status: 8520 department cnrs st2i

lmcpa - Ceramic Materials and Associated Procedures  

•    Director: anne leriche 

• Office: carole petit - tel: +33 (0)3 27 53 16 76 

•  Status: ea 2443

lamaV - Mathematics and Related Applications 

•   Director: serge nicaise 

•   Office: nabila daifi - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 19 01

•  Status: ea 4015

calhiste - Cultures, Arts, History, Literature, Linguistics 
and Environment 

•   Director: corinne beck 

•  Office: régis duthilleul - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 16 22

•  Status: ea 4343

deVisu - Design, Visual and Urban 

•  Director: sylvie merviel 

•  Office: louisette avOnts - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 15 03 

•  Status: ea 2445

idp - Development and Prospective Institute 

• Director: stéphane de la rOsa 

• Office: anais rebuccini - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 77 17 

•  Status: ea 1384 

sustainable transports and mobility center
• Director: eric markiewicZ - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 14 11

transalley
• Director: stéphane meuric - tel: +33 (0)3 27 51 11 60



key  
Figures 

8 LAbORATORIES, INCLUDINg TwO UMR OF THE CNRS 

1 CARNOT INSTITUTE ARTS

1 ‘SUSTAINAbLE TRANSPORT AND MObILITy’ RESEARCH CENTRE    1 IRT RAILENIUM

475 EMPLOyEES ATTACHED TO THE LAbORATORIES

40 gUEST PROFESSORS

1 SENIOR RESEARCH CHAIR ON ‘EFFICIENT AND RObUST OPTIMIzATION METHODS  

FOR RAILwAy INFRASTRUCTURE LOgISTICS AND MAINTENANCE’

1 JEAN MONNET gRANT DECISION FOR THE ACTION ENTITLED  

‘DROIT DE L’UNION EUROPéENNE ET MUTATIONS DE L’INTégRATION éCONOMIQUE ET SOCIALE EUROPéENNE’ 

9 PATENTS

70  PUbLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS

1 SUbSIDIARy DEDICATED TO COMMERCIALISATION ACTIVITIES: ‘VALUTEC’

1 DOCTORAL SCHOOL OFFICE ATTACHED TO THE 4 DOCTORAL SCHOOLS IN LILLE 

190 DOCTORATES  

37 THESES DEFENDED PER yEAR  

32 CURRENT THESES UNDER JOINT SUPERVISION

18 CIFRE THESES IN PROgRESS chercheurs
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more inFormation at:  

www.univ-valenciennes.fr/recherche


